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External pressure is forcing a rapid pivot
towards an Intelligent Finance Operating Model
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Living

Leverage adaptive work
structures, self-tuning to
stakeholder needs and
employing agile capabilities

Modular

Establish flexibility and
efficiency through modular
building blocks with plugand-play capabilities

Enhanced

Optimize with human
and machine partnerships
through intelligent
automation constructs and
connected workspaces

Liquid

Access the best
capabilities seamlessly
from anywhere through
talent ecosystems

Human

Unleash passion, purpose
and performance in the
workforce with a purposedriven, authentic and
entrepreneurial culture

The evolution of the finance function continues
Change in the purpose of the Finance function is not new. Finance continues
to evolve to keep up with economic conditions and the speed of business
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• Financial stewardship
• Gatekeeper for external
reporting and regulatory
compliance

• Accounting embedded in
business units
• Centralized expertise in tax,
treasury, audit, and M&A

• Enhanced partnership with
business units
• Delivery of transactional
finance as a shared service

• Strategic decision support
• Finance analytics
• Digital finance operator

Guardian

Role of the CFO

Advisor

A reimagined finance operating model
Drive profitable growth and agility to maximize the value of Finance in the organization

Chief financial officer
Center for value optimization
Corporate
Guard the
enterprise

Drive new sources of value and optimize
enterprise profitability

Analytics hub

Support finance partners with quality data and
analytical services

Intelligent financial operations

Maximize digital solutions for cost-effective and
high-quality execution

Business
unit
finance
Enhance strategic
business
partnerships

Future-focused Finance capabilities
Each function of the reimagined operating model will deliver a mix of traditional and new capabilities

Chief financial officer

Command Center*

Corporate

Governance
Legal Strategy
Tax Strategy

Transformation*

Center for value optimization
Strategic Planning

Mergers & Acquisitions

Investment Strategy

Market Entry

Capital Planning

Agile Project Mgmt.

Analytics hub

Budgeting**

Data Strategy

Data Governance

Data Architecture

Data Engineering

Data Analysis

Data Visualization

Treasury**
Investor Relations
Audit**

Business
unit
finance

Intelligent financial operations

Forecasting**
Functional Finance

Record to Report

Procure to Pay

Order to Cash

Tax Operations

Mgmt. Reporting**

Service Mgmt.
& Innovation

* Capability is activated on an as-needed basis. Resources to perform this capability will be pulled from other Finance functions on a temporary basis.
** Capability led by this function, but some activities shared with other finance functions.

Operational Planning

Reorganizing for a reimagined operating model
With a shift in focus, the current Finance organization needs to be redesigned
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of workforce refocused
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enterprise value
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to redundancy and
automation
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for new competencies
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finance headcount
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Analytics Hub

Anatomy of the Center for Value Optimization
CVO Talent

CVO talent pools coordinate with partners in agile teams to solve Finance’s most pressing challenges
Finance strategists
/ architects
Translate data into insights,
develop strategies, and design
new business models

Partners

Multi-disciplinary,
agile teams

Value realization analysts
Drive and track new sources
of revenue, cost savings, and
profitability

Portfolio / project managers
Lead Finance projects
using Agile principles
and methodologies

“Agile Finance talent pools break down silos, improve employee performance and
satisfaction while driving growth and profitability projects across the enterprise.”

Non-finance partners
Non-Finance functional
partners (e.g., HR, marketing)
and/or third-party providers
lend domain expertise

*Mature models would embed these resources while transitional models would borrow them.

Data & analytics experts
Collect, mine, analyze, and
visualize data to drive datadriven decisions and insights

Business unit finance
(BUF) advisors
Validate that solutions are
appropriate for the Business
Units and provide context

Anatomy of the Analytics Hub

Strategy

Products &
Services

Customers

The Analytics Hub is responsible for developing Finance’s data strategy and delivering
analytics products and services to all other Finance functions

Center for value
optimization

Business unit
finance

Corporate

Intelligent
financial
operations

Analytical models
Design, build, and maintain
normative, descriptive,
prescriptive, and predictive
financial models

Visualizations
Design, build, and maintain
visualizations that show
trends and patterns in
financial data

Analytics talent
Detail data and analytics
talent to agile Finance
project teams

Data stewardship
Management and oversight
of Finance’s data assets

Data architecture
Development and
maintenance of scalable
Finance data architecture

Emerging technology
Identify and implement
analytics technologies
to improve products
and services

Realizing the model requires new ways of working
Bring the new operating model to life by applying agile principles to change the way your
organization thinks, works, and collaborates
Make your new operating model truly “Intelligent” by…
1. Question the status quo
Establish a culture of curiosity,
creativity and entrepreneurship

3. Employ Agile processes*
• Sprints allow teams to course
correct quickly or reallocate time
to other priorities
• Retrospectives at the end
of sprints provide learnings

2. Break down
organizational silos

CHANGING
CULTURE
REMOVING
ORG
BARRIERS
OPERATING
NIMBLY

• Minimum viable products (MVPs)
free teams from perfection
and increase delivery speed

*Do not force agile execution onto activities that are repetitive and predictable in nature.
While these are good candidates for intelligent automation, they are not always suited to the principles above

Utilize specialists for critical expertise,
but establish a cross-functional team
of generalists with broad strategic skills
to tackle problems

4. Use the power of data
to unlock solutions
UNLOCKING
DATA

Digital capabilities and a focus
on analytics are critical to Finance
delivering maximum value to
the business

Now is the time to reinvent to stay relevant
Innovate now to secure the benefits of an Intelligent finance operating model
WHY NOW?
Navigate market disruption

Create Competitive Differentiation

Win the Battle for In-Demand Talent

Industries are experiencing historic
disruption due to the global pandemic,
and CFOs are being tasked with finding
creative solutions to navigate uncharted
territory.

62% of CFOs believe that they need
to be more nimble to respond to the
speed of business. However, only 5%
have started adopting agile operating
models to become more nimble.1 Jump
ahead of your competition!

74% of CFOs are beginning to use
predictive analytics and 61% are starting
to employ emergent technologies.2
Soon it will be the new normal in Finance.
The talent to do it is limited. Attract that
talent before your competitors do.

Capture the benefits

10-15%

Up to 10%

Cost savings from automation
and organizational redesign3

EBITDA growth from adopting
Intelligent Operating Model4

Harvard/Accenture Strategy CFO of the Future Summit, 2019.
“The CFO Reimagined: from driving value to building the digital enterprise”, Accenture, 2018.
3 Assumes 15%-20% headcount reduction and 40% automation; Accenture Finance Reimagined Value Case Analysis, 2020.
4 EBITDA growth that is represented is over a 10 year period; “Move Fast to Thrive”, Accenture Strategy, 2019.
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Starting the journey
Embark on your transformation by building and executing against an Intelligent operating
model blueprint that aligns to your company’s overall business strategy and model
What needs to be done?
1. GATHER THE INPUTS…

What is the output?

Gather and internalize the company’s
Business Strategy and Business Model*
Define the operating vision, core business
capabilities, and guiding principles

Operating Model Intent

3. BUILD THE BLUEPRINT…

Identify and architect your distinctive
business capabilities

Intelligent Finance
Operating Model

4. MAP THE JOURNEY…

Design and sequence initiatives
to reinvent your Finance organization

Finance Transformation
Roadmap

Build your transformation team
and execute

A Reinvented Finance
Organization

2. LAY THE GROUNDWORK…

5. BRING IT TO LIFE…

*Defining the business strategy and business model is likely to be the responsibility of the CEO and the entire executive team

